“Inventory Of All Known Artifacts Collected and Observed
By Visitors to Grizzly Bear’s Hiding Place Over Time”
Compiled By Richard Burrill, 2011

Figure N-1.
Chester Rose holding the flat tray sifter basket that Harry Keefer took from Ishi’s
camp on November 6-7, 1908 (See Fig. 65)
This photo from the Dorothy Morehead Hill Collection forms file name: SC30377.JPG.
Courtesy of Special Collections, Meriam Library, California State University, Chico.
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Sources: The University of California’s Phoebe A. Hearst Museum of Anthropology (UCPHMA) with its website
Online: < http://pahma.berkeley.edu/delphi/> ; California’s State Indian Museum (SIM); T. T. Waterman’s Cataloguing
of the J. McCord Stilson Indian Collection in Chico, Sept. 13, 1914 (See below pages 1 & 2); T. Kroeber (1961); the former
Chester and Ruby Rose Private Museum, Chico, California involving Harry Keefer’s collection; E. Apperson (1971) memories of her family who knew Ishi; Robert E. Hackley (1908 & Sept. 5, 1911), Will D. Polk (1908), Martin C. Polk (1911), Mr.
Fernani [likely Frank Faniani of Vina (1914), Alice Tulloch (2005), as well as consultations with Andy Mark, Jeb Taylor and
Steve Allely over time. Museum of Northern Califoria (Mus. N.Cal) is located in Gridley, California.
#

Item

Cat. No.

Date/Collector

Preservation Site

Photo # In This Book

1

hunting decoy

1-19564

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

Fig. 75

2

quiver

1-19566

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

Fig. 79

3

stem lashings (withes) 1-19531

1914/Kroeber & TTW

UCPHMA

4

forked house frame

1914/Kroeber & TTW

UCPHMA

5

bundle plant fiber twisted 1-19570

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

6

sinew fiber

1-19571

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

7

ball sinew cordage

1-19572

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

8

bundle iris leaf fiber

1-19573

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

9

bag

1-19582

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

10

bag w/patch

1-19583

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

11

bag of ground coffee

1-19592

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

12

mortar, shallow

1-19584

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

13

mortar

1-19585

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

14

pestle

1-16593

1909/TTW

UCPHMA

16

spoon

1-19538

1914/Kroeber & TTW

UCPHMA

15

saw

1-19580

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

1-19533

Fig. 96

Remark: Saw length was 15.2” (38 cm)
17

hair brush

?

1908/Charley Herrick? missing

18

vanity box (w/mirror?) ?

1908/ Charley Herrick? missing

Remark: Apperson (1971:55) wrote: “pocket looking glass”
19

bear claw necklace

?

1908 Charley Herrick? missing

Fig. 72

Remark: This bear claw necklace was described in 1940 by an unnamed admirer of
Stilson who apparentlyobserved it at James McCord Stilson home in Chico on or before 1933.
(See also more discussion about this item for page 159 (below) in the Ch. 7 Notes).
20

red paint

Stilson 25 & 28 (309-4-295) 1908/Charley Herrick?

SIM

Fig. 208

21

blue paint

Stilson 27 & 29 (309-4-296) 1908/ Charley Herrick?

SIM

Fig. 208
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Item

22

fur robe

23

fur robe

24

fur robe

25

moccasin

Cat. No.

Date/Collector

Preservation Site

Photo # In This Book

1-19565

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

Fig. 67 & 68

Stilson 34 (309-x-839)

1908/ Charley Herrick? SIM

Fig. 69 & 207(?)

1908/Harry Keefer Private Collection, Richvale, CA
Stilson 32 (309-4-1771) 1908

SIM

Fig. 70
Fig. 73

Remark: The UCPHMA Cat. Numbers for the moccasin photos are 15-5917 and 15-5918.
26

snare or noose Stilson 4 (309-2-4023 or 309-2-4026) 1908

SIM

Fig. 76

		Mus. N.Cal

Fig. 80

Remark: Three deer snares were described.
27

flaker (double-pointed)

1908/Harry Keever 		

Remark: The two ends of this flaker tool found were of a long cut nail or steel rod and filed sharp. Traditional material
used as flaker tools were bones or antler tines filed sharply.
28

fishing spear Stilson 40a (309-4-1797)

29

fishing toggle points

1908/Harry Keever 			Mus. N. Cal

30

fishing toggle points

1908/Harry Keever (Donated 2001 by Philip Rose)		SIM

31

fishing toggle points

1-19574

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

32

fishing toggle points

1-19575

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

33

fishing toggle points Stilson 36 (309-4-1796)		1908		SIM

34

fishing toggle points (309-4-1795? or 1797 mislabeled?)

35

broad knife blade set in wood (green glass) Stilson 24 (309-4-294) 1908

36

broad knife blade

37

broad knife sheath (grey squirrel hide) 1-19568 1908/Apperson UCPHMA

Stilson 25

1908 			SIM

1908

1908

Fig. 81

SIM
SIM

Fig. 82

Private Collection Wyoming

Fig. 84
Fig. 83

Three Baskets Identified of Probably Eight Baskets Taken
38

basket (flat tray shifter)

1908/Harry Keefer 		

39

basket (flat tray shifter) Stilson 30		1908 Photo preserved but basket is misplaced Fig. 66

40

basket (flat tray shifter) 1-16601 1909/TTW		

41

strip of rabbit and raccoon fur 1-19567

42

fur (rabbit) blanket fur most rubbed off 1-16602 1909/TTW

43

blanket found. string wound with fur strips Stilson 31 (309-4-1794) 1908 SIM

44

strip buck hide

1-19569

1908/Apperson

UCPHMA

45

Tanned deer skin

Stilson 33

1908

SIM?

Misplaced

1908/Apperson
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Mus. N. Cal

Fig. 65

UCPHMA
UCPHMA
UCPHMA

Fig. 95

#

Item

Cat. No.

Date/Collector

Preservation Site

Photo # In This Book

The dispositions for only ten arrows (of 21 identified) are known of arrows taken from Ishi’s Camp, GBHP.
The six below (#46-51) are on public exhibit at California’s State Indian Museum, Sacramento, and the four
below (#52-55) are on public exhibit in the Gallery of the Phoebe A. Hearst Museum of Anthropology, Berkeley.
46

arrow #1 paint red & blue rings w/clear window pane glass point 1908/H Keefer

Fig. 86

47

arrow #2 paint red & blue rings w/clear window pane glass point 1908/H Keefer

Fig. 86

48

arrow #3 paint red & blue rings w/amber glass point

Fig. 86

49

arrow #4 paint red & blue rings and blue dashes/point missing 1908/ H. Keefer

1908/ Harry Keefer

Fig. 86

Remark: Arrow #4 = “This is the one Ishi shot at Uncle Jack.”
50

arrow #5 unfinished shaft

1908/ Harry Keefer

Fig. 86

51

arrow #6 unfinished

1908/ Harry Keefer

Fig. 86

52

arrow 1-19576 painted red & blue rings w/point missing 1908/ Apperson UCPHMU

53

arrow 1-19577 painted red & blue rings w/point missing 1908/ Apperson UCPHMU

54

arrow 1-19578 painted red & blue rings w/point missing 1908/ Apperson UCPHMU

55

arrow 1-19579 painted red & blue rings w/clear window pane glass point 1908/Apperson

UCPHMU

Remark: “There is blood on the arrow” (Waterman 1918b:136).
Remarks about 1-19577, 1-19578 and 1-19577 (above) shafts made of witch hazel, the foreshaft of some heavier
wood; fletched with buzzard feathers, bound on with deer sinew, and painted in rings on the shaftment with red
and blue pigment (Pope 1923:394).
56

arrow (feathered) no point

Stilson 8

1908

DPR? unknown

57

arrow (feathered) no point

Stilson 9

1908

DPR? unknown

58

arrow (feathered) no point

Stilson 10

1908

DPR? unknown

59

arrow (feathered) no point

Stilson 11

1908

DPR? unknown

60

arrow (feathered) no point

Stilson 12

1908

DPR? unknown

61

arrow (feathered) no point

Stilson 13

1908

DPR? unknown

62

arrow (feathered) no point

Stilson 14

1908

DPR? unknown

63

arrow (feathered) no point

Stilson 15

1908

DPR? unknown

64

arrow w/ foreshaft but without feathering Stilson 18 1908

DPR? unknown

65

arrow w/ foreshaft but without feathering Stilson 19 1908

DPR? unknown

66

arrow w/ foreshaft but without feathering Stilson 20 1908

DPR? Unknown

Remark: About twenty-five arrows were collected: “A large bundle of arrows (30 inches long) including some in various stages of manufacture from simply smoothed sticks to completely finished and prettily decorated arrows.” (Hackley
1911). Most all were two-piece arrows with their front [fore shafts] 9 inches [length] of a different wood from the rest, skillfully spliced and wrapped with sinew.”
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67

bow –Found w/ 3 arrows (#64, #65 and #66 above) Stilson 21 1908 DPR? unknown

Photo # In This Book

Remark: “From the Indian Camp on Deer Creek” –TTW 1914.
Remark: There were two bows at Ishi’s Camp in 1908, explained Alice Tulloch (2005:24): one found in the camp and a
second used to shoot at Jack Apperson.
About the bow (#67 above), it was last seen in 1908 at Speegle’s Sulphur Creek Ranch by Surveyor Robert Hackley
who wrote that the bow was “rather thin and flat, with sinew or gut glued firmly all over its back” (Hackley 1911).
68
arrow-head (finely serrated)
1908/Hackley
unknown
Remarks: Hackley (1911) described “one most remarkably delicate arrowhead” which he kept, that:
It measures an inch and five-eighths in length and a half inch across its widest part. The edges are serrated, not by the accidental roughness of manufacture but by deliberately produced teeth made by the
most careful attention to accuracy in chipping. By actual count there are ten of these teeth in a half inch.
In outline the sides of the arrow head made a concave or inward curve from the base to the slender point.
The notches, through which the sinews bindings the head to the shaft are to be passed, extend form the
edge inward about an 1/8th e an inch and have a width of opening at the outside of about the 32nd part
of an inch. By reason of its fineness and delicacy it might be conjectured that it was made for ceremonial
purposes rather than for the rough use of hunting.
The handful or more of arrowheads found included were made of different materials included discarded
bottle glass and of clear window pane glass. The trade routes for obtaining quality obsidian had been cut off.
If there was traditional fire kit discovered and taken, it was not reported.
69

Chipping debitage at Ishi’s camp (observed only)

Remarks: T. T. Waterman (1918b:62) described observing (in 1909 or 1910?) at Ishi’s camp minute glass chips,
enough for “a bushel or more” of it. See Waterman’s description of such on page 80 (Chapter 2) of this book. The UCPHMA Cat. Numbers 1-19461 and 1-19874 are about the various pieces of flint and obsidian (one big block) collected for
Ishi’s use at the museum in San Francisco during 1912-1915.
Remarks: Two bags of chipping debitage were observed in Berkeley in about 1989 by Dennis Torresdal, who was visiting
from Portland, Oregon. Inside the bag of chips (UCMA #1-19874), Torresdal discovered the PPIE medallion watch fob
(with “JR” inscribed on its backside) in the bag of chips left behind by Ishi. The PPIE medallion was probably his, as he
did visit that exhibit and, according to Torresdal “was photographed there by Rodman Wanamaker.” Should this photo
appear, please notify this author). Torresdal also discovered one light brown (amber) glass bead, and one abalone button, also probably Ishi’s. In the second bag of chips (accession number?), Torresdal e-mailed the author on 11/11/10 that:
“I looked around a little bit in the other bag and pulled out two projectile points that had broken off stems.”

Prehistoric Artifacts Observed At Ishi’s Camp
“All the food”-Indian Foods
• Indians foods observed and taken include: acorns, oats, buckeye, manzanita berries, and dried salmon in Indian
baskets grounded were found and taken from the camp. Alice Tulloch (2005:24) estimated that about eight baskets would
have been typical at an Indian encampment like Ishi’s camp (2 sifting tray baskets, 2 mush boilers, 4 or more storage baskets).
Baskets and cooking utensils:
• 3 baskets (identified), while an unspecified number of Indian baskets were collected. When surveyor Hackley later
saw one of these baskets he describe one as “a basket work tray of the flat type so commonly made by Indians”
• stirring sticks or paddles minimum of necessary inventory (not recorded). Note: One metal spoon was found by
Kroeber and TTW in 1914 inside the house at Ishi’s camp that had collapsed.
• 2 portable Indian stone mortars, 1-19584 and 1-19585, and a third mortar was shown this author by Ernie Tamagni
of Gridley, California, who obtained it from Merle Apperson. Merle had carried it out (no photo was taken on it).
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Historic (American settler/pioneer) items Observed In Ishi’s Camp
#

Item

70

iron kettle

Cat. No.

Date/Collector

Preservation Site

Photo # In This Book

Observed in 1908 but not collected.

71
canteen “Apperson gave her a drink out of a canteen which was lying there, having been filled at the
creek below (Waterman (1918b:61-62).
72
73

razor blade
“A monogrammed blade razor was found, and razor sharp” (Apperson 1971:54).
bucksaw blade “A bucksaw blade had been made into smaller hand tools” (Apperson 1971:54).

74
Small mirror - “a pocket looking glass” (Apperson 1971:55). About this small mirror, Dr. Saxton Pope in San Francisco would later make the curious observation about Ishi that: “His beard was sparse but he plucked it systematically by
catching individual hairs between the blade of a dull jackknife and his thumb. In his native state he used a sort of tweezers made of a split piece of wood. He did this work without the use of a mirror” (Pope 1920:183). Based on this find, Dr.
Pope may have been mistaken.
75
76

pocket knives “. . . a few gadgets like mirror, pocket knives etc.” (Apperson 1971:55)
Armament pieces (e.g., pieces of the Winchester Repeating Rifles).

Remarks: Or have we here pieces of a Henry Repeating Rifle, which was the rifle model for what became the Winchester. It was determined, in fact, that Hi Good’s last gun type he was using in March of 1870, before he was “killed by
Indians on May 4, 1870, was a Henry (Waterman 1918b:58).
Parts of guns but no guns themselves. One additional remark about guns by Apperson (1971:54) was that:
No axes, guns or hammers were uncovered, they were noise makers, and canyons have ears as well as
walls. When guns were found in homes all cartridges were carried away, and often the guns too.
77
Taxidermy exhibits including birds, small animals, “a couple of male quails and a little red fox exquisitely mounted (Apperson 1971:55), as well as a 4-point buck (See Fig. 50 in book of UCPHMA Cat. #15-21689 of Merle Apperson and
grandfather Ike Speegle with taxidermy trophy of such (same with only Merle Apperson #15- 21690 and #15-21691).
78

One of ten steel game traps encountered by Charles Herrick on exhibit as Coleman Museum (Paul Bowman).

Miscellaneous
• Pieces of American furniture, coffee mill, old knives and forks, US mail bag, commercial ropes, pillow case embroidered by Grace Keefer, gunny sacks, two canvases, old clothes, and brush.
• “Many sheepskins in Indian camp” apparently reported by Martin Polk (Waterman 1918a:31).
• Settlers’ property taken - The men recognized more familiar objects that had been stolen in recent years from the
ranchers’ cabins. An almost full sack of flour was found, set inside one of the lodges. And, there were several ground barley sacks suspended up in the trees --invariably filled with food to be kept away from hungry animals.
John Milton “Jack” Apperson - Eva Marie Apperson (1971:55) wrote this about her father-in-law’s Indian
relics taken:
The Apperson collection consisted of a cape; some beautiful arrows including the one that dislodged
dad’s hat; some magnificent arrow heads; an exceptionally fine tanned buck hide and a buckskin quiver
for carrying arrows; a couple of [taxidermically prepared] male quail and a little red fox exquisitely
mounted, and a few gadgets like mirror, pocket knives etc. that would be readily recognized, and were,
by their previous owners.
About the fur cape-blankets, “three were carried off” wrote Eva Marie Apperson (1971:55).
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Harry Keefer - Chester Rose of Chico told reporter Kathy Dixon (1977) that: “It is certain that he [Ishi] was a
member of the camp. Dixon reported In the Chester Rose and Ruby (Speegle) Rose private museum collection on Nord
Avenue in Chico, is a woven basket, fishing tongs, arrows, and a robe that may have belonged to Ishi.” Chester Rose’s
wife’s sister’s husband was Harry Keefer, who took these items from Ishi’s camp in 1908. (Kathy Dixon 1977, July 25 “The
Legend of Ishi Remains Alive” Chico (Calif.) Enterprise-Record, Page 4B).
James McCord Stilson - In the attachment with the June 6, 2000 letter by Pauline Greenbeaux with Museum Services
Section, CA State Dept. of Parks and Recreation to Larry Myers, Executive Sec. Native American Heritage Commission the
letter states: “In 1933, McCord-Stilson lent his collection of Native American artifacts to the SIM and his collection of early
California pieces to Sutter’s Fort. In 1935, the heiress Mrs. Harry Clark of Hamilton City sold both collections to the State
for $1,400.

The Nine Artifacts Collected By Thomas Waterman in 1909
From The Deer Creek Indians’ Last Camp

Cat. Number

Item

1-16593
1-16594
1-16595
1-16596

pestle (Fig. 96) river cobble; not apparently shaped; 23 cm (9.2 inches).
wooden cylinder; possibly knife handle
wooden cylinder; unfinished tool handle
deer antler; end cut with a saw; perhaps in process of being
made into a tool.
fish net fragment
bark fiber strips, in bundle; probably used for twisting into rope
deer skin; 90 x 50 cm. Indian tanned; hair on
Basket; flat; openwork. 6-rod foundation; weft & warp are
willow. For fish, wet foods. This is the basket that Waterman observed,
which had “with white meal clinging to it.”
Fur blanket (Fig. 95) 97.6 x 60 cm. Fur mostly rubbed off.
Mold damage on loan, 1971 (hole). Warp: strips of rabbit fur Weft: double
twine ( nettle fiber?)

1-16597
1-16598
1-16599
1-16601
1-16602

1910
T. T. Waterman wrote: “Today we went to the Indian camp which the surveyors found. The Indians have been
there a number of times since. In fact, the last visit seems to have been in the last few days. We got photographs of the
region, and of the cabins. In addition, some shredded maple bark for rope, some white man’s netting, and a bad pestle.”
(T. T. Waterman’s October 29, 1910 letter to A. L. Kroeber, Records of the Dept. of Anthropology, C-U 23 Carton 20).

1911
Harry Hume’s April 12, 1911 discoveries, which were inventoried only, at Grizzly Bear’s Hiding.
Hume reported that the several burlap gunny sack bags he found hanging up high in the trees consisted of:
. . . tanned deer skins with hair on, a piece of fur-bearing skin, a pair of worn out moccasins, a bar of
old time brown [Savon] laundry soap,* nails, screws, and miscellaneous articles, evidently used by the
Indians in their crafts. . . . Hume concluded with: “After examining the articles in the cache, we carefully
put them back into the sacks and hung them in the trees just as we had found them.” (Harry Hume 1962”
Personal notes about “Grizzly Bear’s Hiding Place.” Diggin’s Vol. 6, No. l pp. 10-12).

Circa 1993
Tin can “time marker” embossed patent date, May 17, 1887. Observed (not collected) by Archaeologist Debra Tibbetts at Grizzly Bear’s Hiding Place. This discovery may be seen in Jed Riffe’s film, “Bear’s Hiding Place,” released in
1997.
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Figure N-2.
Provided courtesy of the California State Indian Museum (SIM).
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Figure N-3
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